GRASSROOT SOCCER
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND PRESENTATIONS AT AIDS 2018
AMSTERDAM | JULY 2018

GRASSROOT SOCCER PRE-CONFERENCE EVENT | RAI CENTRE, AMSTERDAM (ROOM G109)
CHANGING THE GAME IN ADOLESCENT-CENTERED DESIGN – ASSETS, ACCESS, ADHERENCE
SUNDAY, 22 JULY
09:30 - 16:30
Join Grassroot Soccer (GRS), partner organizations, and the adolescents whom we serve as we debate approaches to putting youth at the center of HIV and sexual and reproductive health and rights interventions.

EVENTS FEATURING GRASSROOT SOCCER | RAI CENTRE, AMSTERDAM
PACT PRE-CONFERENCE ROUNDTABLE: ADDRESSING THE NEEDS OF ADOLESCENT GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN IN THE FIGHT AGAINST HIV AND AIDS
SATURDAY, 21 JULY
9:00 - 15:30
GRS speaker:
Boyd Mkandawire
Managing Director, GRS Zambia

OPTIONS CONSORTIUM: INSIGHT TO IMPACT – DRIVING DEMAND CREATION FOR HIV PREVENTION
SATURDAY, 21 JULY
9:00 - 17:30
GRS will be showcased at this event as a winner of the Demand Creation Challenge for “Best Demonstrated Impact” for Make the Cut, a VMMC demand creation intervention for males ages 14-35.
17:30 - 18:30
Demand Creation Challenge poster reception (GRS presenting)

GLOBAL VILLAGE PRESENTATION
Wednesday, 25 July
14:00 - 14:30
Global Village Booth #527
On Finding and Reaching Men
Football-Based SKILLZ Demonstrations and Best Practices in Reaching Adolescent Boys and Young Men
GRS Speakers:
Mbulelo Malotana,
GRS South Africa
Taonga Tembo Kennedy,
GRS Zambia

POSTER PRESENTATIONS | RAI CENTRE, AMSTERDAM (EXHIBIT HALL)
LOCAL FOOTBALL ASSOCIATIONS MIXED-METHODS EVALUATION
TUESDAY, 24 JULY
12:30 - 14:30 | POSTER #TUPEE631
HIV prevention and SRH education on the football pitch: Results from a mixed-methods evaluation of a HIV prevention programme delivered to adolescent boys by football coaches

ZIMBABWE OUTCOMES EVALUATION
WEDNESDAY, 25 JULY
12:30 - 14:30 | POSTER #WEPEE718
Outcome evaluation of GRS Zimbabwe SKILLZ for youth programmes (2011 - 2017)

SPECIAL OLYMPICS NIGERIA LESSONS FROM IMPLEMENTATION AND SCALABILITY
THURSDAY, 26 JULY
12:30 - 14:30 | POSTERS #THPEE749, #THPEE751
Lessons from implementing SKILLZ for Life: A sport-based HIV and life skills programme for youth with intellectual disabilities in Namibia, Nigeria, and South Africa
Scalability of SKILLZ for Life: A sport-based behaviour change HIV/AIDS and malaria programme for young people with intellectual disabilities